I. POLICY SUMMARY

The Fee Policy for Graduate Student In Absentia Registration promotes continuous enrollment of graduate and professional degree students by providing an appropriate enrollment incentive. This policy recognizes that these students may need to perform work away from the University but seeks to minimize the number of students who allow their registration status to lapse. As a result, this policy strengthens the relationship between the University and its graduate students. Both the eligibility criteria and reduced fee level are predicated on the fact that students undertaking approved coursework or research outside of California the local campus region have access to substantially fewer instructional resources and student services than do students who reside within the state-local campus region, and should therefore qualify for a meaningful fee reduction.

Effective for as of the 2009-2020 fall term, academic and professional program graduate students who find it necessary to undertake coursework or research related to their degree program outside of California the local campus region during their tenure at the University are eligible for reductions in fees as provided below. Authority for implementation of this policy and for granting exceptions rests with the graduate
dean unless campus authority for a degree program has been delegated to a professional school dean.

II. DEFINITIONS

Advanced to Candidacy: Students advance to doctoral candidacy by proving that they have acquired the necessary knowledge to conduct original, independent dissertation research for the Ph.D. or Ed.D doctoral degree. Once a student is advanced to candidacy there are to be no further academic – e.g., course, exam – requirements placed on the student, other than developing an acceptable dissertation proposal and dissertation.

Graduate Academic: See Answer 3 in Section VII.,Part A below.

Graduate Professional: See Answer 3 in Section VII., Part A below.

Local Campus Region: This term refers to an area defined by the graduate dean beyond which students could not easily access campus resources.

Master’s: See Answer 3 in Section VII., Part A below.

III. POLICY TEXT

A. Eligibility Criteria for the Reduced In Absentia Fee

All students pursuing doctoral or master’s degrees in academic disciplines as well as those pursuing professional master’s or doctoral degrees are eligible for the tuition and fee reduction. Students in self-supporting graduate programs are not covered by this policy.

Students may apply for in absentia registration status under the following circumstances:

- Academic doctoral students must have advanced to candidacy by the time the in absentia status would begin.
- Master’s and graduate professional students must have completed at least one year of coursework by the time the in absentia status would begin.
- Special cases within the above two categories can be approved only by exception at the discretion of the appropriate graduate dean or professional school dean.
- Students who seek in absentia registration beyond the initial term of in absentia status must re-apply for each subsequent period.

Students must be enrolled full-time in regular UC units to be eligible for the reduced in absentia charges. The appropriate graduate dean or professional school dean is responsible for determining that the proposed in absentia units meet the following criteria. The approved research or coursework:

- Must be directly related to the student’s degree program as evidenced by UC faculty approval.
- Must be of a nature that makes it necessary to be completed outside of California—the local campus region for at least one full academic term.
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- Must involve only indirect supervision appropriate to evaluating the student’s academic progress and performance (e.g., correspondence via e-mail or review of written work) from UC faculty during the in absentia period.
- Must involve no significant studying or in-person collaboration with UC faculty during the in absentia period to ensure that units do not entail direct access to UC-the resources or learning environment of any UC campus.

The appropriate graduate dean or professional school dean (in accordance with campus delegation of authority for degree programs) may grant in absentia registration status for:

- Up to two years for academic doctoral students.
- Up to one year for master’s and graduate professional students.
- Longer periods at the discretion of the appropriate graduate dean or professional school dean.

Students shall-will observe the following requirements while enrolled in absentia:

- Be enrolled full-time at their UC campus of origin for the duration of their in absentia registration.
- Be enrolled in a UC academic doctoral, master’s, or graduate professional program (except self-supporting) for the duration of their in absentia registration.

Students are eligible to apply for and receive University fellowships and research assistantships, but not teaching assistantships during the in absentia period.

B. Study or Research at Non-UC Institutions

Students paying the reduced in absentia charges who enroll and pay tuition and fees at non-UC institutions will not qualify for additional University of California need-based aid. Students may fulfill all or part of their independent study requirements by enrolling in courses at a non-UC institution while registered in absentia at UC. In this case, however, the tuition and fee charges paid to the non-UC institution will not increase the student’s eligibility for need-based aid from UC. The tuition and fees paid to non-UC institutions will also not affect the amount of in absentia fees owed to UC. Furthermore, students who wish to transfer coursework from non-UC institutions toward degree requirements at the UC campus of origin must obtain approval to do so in accordance with campus policies.

Periods of qualified in absentia registration shall-will fulfill academic residency requirements for degree programs. Under current Academic Senate Regulations 610 and 688, academic residency requires only that students be registered and enrolled full-time at the University, and does not require them to be physically present or pay a certain amount of fees or tuition. As a result, periods of approved in absentia research or coursework will count towards graduate degree residency requirements. The definition of academic residency is under the jurisdiction of the Academic Senate and is subject to review and revision.
C. Reduced Fee Level

Students shall will be assessed the following fees while registered in absentia:

- 15 percent of the combined Tuition and Student Services Fee. This reflects that students in absentia have less access to UC resources than do other UC students, but continue to utilize some level of advising and other University resources to facilitate timely academic progress toward degree completion.

- The full health insurance fees associated with the UC campus of origin (or provide evidence of alternative insurance coverage according to customary campus practice). Students registered in absentia will have access to all benefits associated with their student health insurance plan.

- Campus-based fees, as determined by each campus.

- Nonresident Supplemental Tuition, if applicable. Nothing in this Policy is intended to affect the criteria for applicability of Nonresident Supplemental Tuition.

- Professional Degree Supplemental Tuition, if applicable. This would only apply to students in graduate professional programs subject to this charge.

IV. COMPLIANCE / RESPONSIBILITIES

The Office of the President will assess the revenue impacts of the Policy during its initial implementation. Uncertainty over how students will adjust their enrollment patterns in response to the proposed tuition and fee reduction makes it difficult to estimate future revenue impacts using data from prior years. Within this context, it is anticipated that the Office of the President will measure the following:

- Change in the number of students registering in absentia in 2011-12 compared to 2008-09.

- Change in the length of in absentia registration durations in 2011-12 compared to 2008-09.

- Change in the number of students with enrollment lapses of at least one term or on leave in 2011-12 compared to 2008-09.

A full report on the revenue impacts will be provided to the Chancellors three years after implementation, with interim reports provided to the graduate deans each year prior to that. Finally, effective for the 2009 fall term, UC campuses will be required to eliminate the provision for research leaves currently granted to some doctoral students. A primary objective of the updated policy is to ensure the continuous enrollment of graduate students throughout the completion of their degrees. Allowing students to take “research leaves” that permit them to leave the University for significant periods of time as an alternative to continuous enrollment for graduate students in need of conducting research or completing coursework away from the University is inconsistent with the policy and such leaves are to be eliminated.
VI.IV. PROCEDURES
Not applicable.

VI.V. RELATED INFORMATION
At their July 2009 meeting, the Regents approved student tuition and fees for graduate students registered in absentia. The Regents’ item about this action is available at http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/regents/regmeet/jul09/j4.pdf.

Please note that at their November 2010 meeting, the Regents approved changing the name of the Educational Fee to "Tuition," the name of Fees for Selected Professional School Students to “Professional Degree Supplemental Tuition,” and the name of Nonresident Tuition to “Nonresident Supplemental Tuition,” effective July 1, 2011. The Regents’ item about this action is available at http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/regents/regmeet/nov10/j1.pdf. The updated names are reflected in this Policy.

VII.VI. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Part A: The following questions and answers were issued by OP to the Graduate Deans, Registrars and Financial Aid Directors on August 6, 2009:

Q1. Are students who register in absentia assessed 15 percent of Tuition and the Student Services Fee, or are they assessed the full amounts and then issued a waiver for 85 percent of Tuition and the Student Services Fee?

A1. Students registered in absentia are assessed 15 percent of Tuition and 15 percent of the Student Services Fee. The lower charges should be treated as reductions and not as waivers. Waivers are funded and there is no funding associated with this Policy. The lower in absentia charges assume a reduction in campus services, much like the reduced charges charged to part-time students. (The reduction in charges is a special provision and therefore should not be reported on the Corporate Student System financial aid input file.)

Q2. Which campus-based fees are assessed to students who are registered in absentia?

A2. Each campus decides which of its campus-based fees to assess, if any, and how much. In making their decisions, campuses may want to consider how they treat other students who are off-site, such as those participating in EAP and UCDC.

Q3. What is the definition of academic doctoral, graduate professional, and master’s, as referenced in the section of the policy titled: Eligibility Criteria for the Reduced In Absentia Fee?
A3. Academic doctoral students are those working towards a doctoral degree that includes advancement to candidacy as part of the progression to the degree. All other students working towards a doctoral degree are graduate professional (e.g., M.D., D.D.S., Pharm.D., D.V.M., O.D., J.D.) All students whose degree objective is any master’s degree (e.g., M.A., M.S., M.B.A.) are master’s students.

Q4. Who determines the local campus region?

A4. The local Campus Region refers to an area defined by the graduate dean beyond which students could not easily access campus resources.

Q4Q5. What is meant by “special cases” in which the appropriate dean may approve an exception to the eligibility criteria for the reduced in absentia charges?

A4A5. In rare instances, deans are permitted to grant exceptions for academic doctoral students not advanced to candidacy and for master’s and graduate professional students who have completed less than one year of coursework. Deans are expected to be very judicious in granting exceptions, since granting exceptions has fiscal ramifications: students who normally would pay full tuition and fees will bring in less revenue for the University when they pay only 15 percent of Tuition and Student Services Fee. (The policy requires the Office of the President to assess the revenue impacts during initial implementation. A full report on the revenue impacts will be provided to the Chancellors three years after implementation, with interim reports provided to the graduate deans each year prior to that.)

Q5Q6. Can students be registered in absentia during the summer?

A5A6. Generally, no. Students can register in absentia only during a term when Tuition and the Student Services Fee are assessed. Most graduate students are not assessed Tuition and the Student Services Fee during the summer and hence cannot be registered in absentia during that term. However, the relatively few students who are assessed Tuition and the Student Services Fee in the summer (typically in certain professional degree programs) are eligible for in absentia registration.

Q6Q7. Can students registered in absentia participate in campus approved exchange programs with other institutions?

A6A7. No. UC graduate students who participate in exchange programs normally pay full UC tuition and fees and receive UC credit.

Q7Q8. Can students enroll in a UC online course and still be eligible to register in absentia?
A7A8. No. The *in absentia* status is reserved for coursework or research that meets the criteria described in the policy, including but not limited to the requirement that the coursework or research “[m]ust be of a nature that makes it necessary to be completed outside of California—the local campus region for at least one full academic term.” Since online courses offered by UC campuses do not meet this requirement, they are not available to students who are registered *in absentia*. A student may, however, enroll in, and pay for, an online course offered elsewhere while registered *in absentia*. In general, students are not permitted to enroll in any UC campus course other than the one required for *in absentia* registration.

Q8Q9. How will financial need be calculated for students registered *in absentia*?

A8A9. Financial need will be calculated assuming an off-campus student budget and fulltime enrollment at the reduced fee level.

Q9Q10. Can students who are registered *in absentia* apply for and receive readerships or tutorships?

A9A10. No. According to the policy, students registered *in absentia* “…are eligible to apply for and receive University fellowships and research assistantships, but not teaching assistantships…” Readers and tutors perform some of the same kinds of tasks required of teaching assistants. Furthermore, the nature of their work often requires them to be on campus.

Part B: The following message was issued by the Provost to the Chancellors on October 27, 2009:

Since approval of the Fee Policy for Graduate Student *In Absentia* Registration (IAR), a question has emerged about the intent of the policy concerning research leaves. As a means to reinforce existing policy on continuous enrollment, IAR requires campuses “…to eliminate the provision for research leaves currently granted to some doctoral students.” The question is, does the policy’s reference to research leaves apply only to students pursuing academic activities outside of California, or does it also apply to students conducting research away from campus but in California?

IAR’s scope is limited to students who are eligible to register *in absentia*, and thus the elimination of research leaves referred to in the policy applies only to these students. For all other students, campus policies remain unchanged by IAR. This means that campuses can offer research leaves to students who must leave campus to carry out research in a different California location. Keeping in mind the University’s policy on continuous enrollment, deans should continue to act judiciously when granting research leaves to students who remain in California.
IAR was approved on July 30, 2009, and became effective as of the Fall 2009 academic term. For some campuses the approval came after research leaves had already been granted to students who needed to continue their research outside of California. To honor commitments already made, campuses may continue to provide research leaves for IAR eligible students for the 2009-10 academic year only, after which research leaves for these students will be eliminated. All other provisions of IAR remain in effect as of Fall 2009.

VIII.VII. REVISION HISTORY

This Presidential policy was established on July 30, 2009. No revisions have been made since. It was reformatted into the standard University of California policy template effective July 1, 2012. It was revised on TBD 2021 to incorporate technical and clarifying edits, revisions, effective as of the 2020 fall term, and to fix formatting and/or typographical errors.